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The Challenge

Canterbury

Total Devices - 170

What problem did you have?

We had an existing MDM vendor in place,  but were 

unhappy with the level of support we were receiving 

from them. We were looking for a new MDM provider 

who offered the not only the MDM features that we 

needed, but improved levels of customer support

as well.

What did you need from an MDM solution?

Mobile Guardian’s support is a lot better and the initial 

setup was quick and without hiccups. We went from 

their web demonstration, straight to trial and then 

made the purchase once the testing period was done.

Why Mobile Guardian?

We needed an MDM solution that would enable us to 

manage an entire suite of iPads on one platform, allow 

for content management for our modern language 

courses and track devices. Most importantly, we were 

looking for better levels of customer support. 



The Result
Did we solve it?

Yes, Mobile Guardian also offered great customer 

support when compared with our previous MDM. 

What do you like about Mobile Guardian?

Once installed, one of the immediate benefits was the simplification of managing devices within our 

school. Secondly, the support provided by Mobile Guardian was significantly better than our previous 

MDM provider. 

Mobile Guardian

Testimonials

Designed for education, Mobile Guardian simplifies mobile device management (MDM) like never 

before. The powerful Mobile Guardian platform gives you unparalleled control and visibility over all 

Android, Chromebook, iOS or macOS devices. Create safe and secure environments for your 

students, whenever they are online. No matter your mobile learning strategy, Mobile Guardian has it 

covered.

sales@mobileguardian.com

https://www.facebook.com/MobiGuardian https://twitter.com/MobileGuardian_ https://www.linkedin.com/company/1247822/

www.mobileguardian.com

“Mobile Guardian’s support is a lot 
   better than our previous MDM vendor.
  They had terrible support and so we 
  made the switch over to Mobile Guardian.”

“ The Mobile Guardian setup process
    was very quick and without hiccups..”

R. Falcon, IT Manager


